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There is a full set of leaks out from super wargamer revealing what appears to be a full leak on a beta necron
codex. it appears that some of the point costs may be changed."there is a terrible darkness descending upon the
galaxy, and we shall not see it ended in our lifetimes." — inquisitor bronislaw czevak at the conclave of har
the ankh of the triarch, ancient royal symbol of the unified necron empire used by every current necron
dynasty. a standard necron warrior armed with a gauss weapon. the necrons are a mysterious race of robotic
skeletal warriors that Necrons are coming, and today we have what might be the first leaks for necrons. in
these images we are seeing something called dynastic codes, and while we do not have all the details, its
exciting to see our first look into the new necron codex.This is one of the few battleforces that give you a
really decent start to a legal army. even in the jump to 6th edition, none of the components go to waste.A
catachan jungle fighter armed with an infamous catachan knife. the catachan jungle fighters are the members
of the astra militarum militarum regimentum that has been recruited from the death world of catachaney have
the well-deserved reputation of being the deadliest practitioners of jungle warfare in the galaxy.Why play dark
angels? [because you want to field an entire army of terminators without being teased about being a
powergamer or a furry (or you want scoring units), or entire army of bikers. the 6th edition update boosted
both ravenwing and deathwing builds (bracketed toughness values are now actual and power swords are ap3),
meaning that your ravenwing bikers are no longer vulnerable to krak The imperial fists were the vii legion of
the original twenty space marine legionseir primarch is rogal dorne legion remained loyal during the horus
heresy, after which it was reorganised according to the codex astartes and divided into chapterse imperial fists
have maintained an intense rivalry with the iron warriors since prior to the horus heresy, with whom they share
a This is the 7th edition tactics. 6th edition can be found heree 8th edition is out. nomenclature note: "msu"
means multiple small units.
The custodes stuff is a bit weak mainly because it comes on top of so many other 'humanity's greatest
warriors'. scions sisters marines space wolves6th edition's starter box did not fail to deliver. as each new set of
kits comes out, the level of detail put into these little plastic minis gets better.I like the changes. one thing that
really needs to be reiterated over and over again is that 8th edition is a brand new game. there’s no other
edition to build off of like how the rest of the game used to function.
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